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A frog on his own

Ok so once again we_ hm we’re with hm the boy and his pets – hm his frog, his turtle and his dog – and they’ve walked into a park where it seems that the boy would like to spend some time and it’s a beautiful day. There are butterflies in the air... And the frog decides that he’ll # that he’ll he’ll sort of go off on his own, so he jumps out of the the pail where the boy is carrying him, and just leaps off and and sort of sits and waits as the_ boy and the other pets walk away. # Ok so the frog decides to engage in some adventures. Hm the first thing he_ he does is hm apparently attempts to consume a flower and well he ends up trying to eat a fly but this turns out not to be too agreeable to him and he lets the fly out of his mouth and hm # and he_ realizes that he has hm a bump on his tongue. Next he_ ok decides to go and harass a couple who’s having hm a nice picnic in the park # and this couple is is talking together and drinking when all of a sudden the woman reaches into their picnic basket and the frog just grasps her wrist. Hm she<’s> shocked and her companion, the man is also shocked, so shocked that his glass fall off and his his cup flies out of his hand. So the man ends up on the floor, the the cup goes flying, and the frog also flies away. # Ok, next the frog spots a boy sitting next to a lake with hm with a small boat, which is floating in the lake, much to the happiness of the boy # and the frog leaps onto the boat, thus sinking the boat, and upsetting the boy, whose mother then proceeds into the lake, which is not for swimming and retrieves the_ boat for him. Next the frog comes out of the lake and spots a woman with a baby carriage, hm the frog decides to leap into the baby carriage and surprises the baby who’s in the carriage and the woman who’s extremely engaged with magazine called Chic which she is reading, offers the baby some milk in the baby bottle but the frog [GIGGLES] attempts to drink the milk instead of the baby. Hm this this causes caos because hm the cat of the woman and baby who’s been resting by the baby carriage leaps up to_ correct the behaviour of the frog who then jumps out with the baby bottle while the baby is crying and leaves leaves everything in caos and just runs away,  # hm as the cat as the cat chases him away. Hm the cat actually catches him, first by catching his leg and then falling down on top of him and this happens to be near where the boy and his other pets hm are and fortunately the boy’s pet dog scares away the cat and the frog ends happily and safely on the ground. And this ends the adventures of the young boy and his pets in the city park. 

